Chapter 1. Bases for Enforcing Promises
1. What is a K? a promise (or set of promises) the law will enforce.
The norm in contract law how much money will it take to make the injured party WHOLE
again. Damages in $$$$
1. Expectation Damages. Focus on the injured party: where did they reasonable expect to be,
how much money will it take to make them whole again, reasonable expectation, shift in market
value of the cotton example
2. Reliance Damages: where was the injured party before the contact existed. If expectation
damage’s tries to put the injured part while, reliance looks to make the injured party pre contact
whole.
3. Restitution: focus on the contact breaker, how much if any value did the K breaker confer
form the injured party, like given back a down payment or fee for service that never occurred
2. What law governs Contracts?
Common law (judicial opinions = primary authority)
Restatement Second of Contracts = secondary authority
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC, “The Code”)
CISG – UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods
3. U.C.C. – model statute, becomes law when adopted by a state. Many Articles (each covering
a different topic).
Article 2 -- sales of goods (goods = movable objects - not land, services)
●What law governs hybrid contracts (goods and services)?
●e.g., plumber promises to provide pipes and install pipes.
●Predominant purpose of contract determines.
Article 1 – general principles & definitions that apply throughout UCC.
General principle of freedom of contract – if contract terms and UCC
differ, parties’ contract controls unless particular UCC section says
otherwise.
4. Identifying an enforceable promise –did the promisee reasonably believe the promisor
made an enforceable promise? (Look at language plus context.)
Hawkins v. McGee -Language – doc guaranteed 100% perfect hand
Context – doc sought to experiment in skin grafting
Typical Categories of Agreements
1. Contacts for sale of gods
2. Real estate transactions
3. Construction Contracts
4. Employment Agreements
5. Family Contracts
1. UCC Warranties (promises by a Seller) include:
• Express warranty (2-313)
• Implied warranty of merchantability (2-314) – made by a merchant who deals in
goods of the kind
2. Remedies for breach of contract generally:
• are designed to provide relief for breach, not compel performance.
• do not punish breach
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3. Three general measures of damages:
• Expectation damages -- designed to give injured party the benefit of the bargain (put
injured party in position he/she would have been in if the other party had
performed as promised)
• Reliance damages – designed to return injured party to his/her pre-K position (out
of pocket expenses + foreseeable detriment)
• Restitution damages – wrongdoer must disgorge benefit conferred by injured party.
Sullivan v. O’Connor -- plastic surgeon agrees to improve Sullivan’s nose through 2
operations. Nose worse; 3d operation doesn’t improve it. More surgery futile. If doc’s fee
= $300; hosp fee = $300 (3 operations at $100 each); pain and suffering = $9,000 (3
operations at $3,000 each); worsening of nose = $10,000; and promised enhancement =
$20,000 . . . damages:
• Restitution damages = $300 doc fee
• Reliance damages -- $300 (doc fee) + $300 (hosp fee) + $9,000 (P & S) + $10,000
(worsening). [argument that $20,000 should be included as opportunity cost (her
nose is irreparable now so she lost the opportunity to have it improved), but courts
rarely include].
• Expectation damages -- $100 (hosp fee for 3d operation) + $3,000 (P & S from 3d
operation) + $10,000 (worsening) + $20,000 (promised enhancement)
• Actual damages in case = mixed.
WHAT THE JURY DID: $10,000 for the worsening of her nose. $300 for the Doc fee,
$300 for the hospital visits, $3,000 for the pain and suffering for the third and final
surgery that she had not anticipated in the original contract. WHICH WAS A HYBRID
between restitution and reliance. (NOT IN THE CASE) However there is a reliance
argument for the $20,000 better nose, because now she is out of an opportunity to ever
get that nose. Her nose is now broken beyond repair by Dr. O’Connor-he imposed a loss
onto her.
5. Pain and suffering not usually recoverable in action for breach of K. Exception: where
breach is especially likely to result in serious emotional harm.
White v. Benkowski -- B agrees to supply water to W, then maliciously cut off water. W
gets $10 compensatory (less water + inconvenience) but NO PUNITIVE damages.
1. The rationale of the court indicates that it disregarded or overlooked π testimony of
inconvenience. There was some injury. The π’s are not required to ascertain their damages w/
mathematical precision, but rather the trier of fact must set damages at a reasonable amount.
2. The jury finding of $10 in actual damages, though small, takes it out of the mere nominal
status
1. No Wisconsin case in which breach of K (other than breach of a promise to marry) has led to
the award of punitive damages.
2. Persuasive authority from other jurisdictions supports the proposition that punitive damages
are not available in breach of K actions.
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3. A breach of K may be a tort when the K creates the relation out of which grows the duty to use
care in the performance of a responsibility prescribed by the contract. However, no tort was
pleaded or proved.
1. Consideration = a bargained-for exchange. (Restatement 2d § 71)
• Gift promises are not bargained for and so are not supported by consideration.
• No requirement that consideration be “adequate” or “sufficient.” Restatement 2d § 79.
Principle = freedom of contract.
• Trifling consideration may be a red flag for a disguised gift promise, especially in a
family setting. (Look at language and context to determine whether the promisor was
making a gift or bargaining for something from the promisee.)
2. Hamer v. Sidway
• Uncle promises Willie that if Willie refrains from smoking, drinking, gambling,
swearing, until he reaches age 21, Uncle will pay him $5,000.
• Willie agrees and refrains until age 21.
• Willie’s refraining (until age 21) = consideration for uncle’s promise.
• Willie’s promise to refrain not consideration because not what Uncle was bargaining for.
(Look at language + context. Uncle’s words, Willie’s irresponsibility)
• This is a unilateral contract – only one promise (the uncle’s)
• Court is moving away from the benefit to promisor/detriment to promisee test of
consideration
3. Timing of contract formation (We will spend more time on this later.)
a. unilateral contracts (one promise) -- When a promisor seeks the other party’s
performance (but not seek the other party’s promise), the contract is formed when the
performance is completed. (At that point, the promisee has given the consideration
bargained for.) In Hamer v. Sidway, for example, the uncle sought Willie’s performance
(his refraining until age 21) but NOT Willie’s promise. Thus, the contract was not
formed until Willie refrained for the period ending with his 21st birthday. Until that point
there was no contract.
b. bilateral contracts (two promises) -- When a promisor seeks the other party’s return
promise to perform, the contract is formed when that return promise is made. If we
change the facts in Hamer so that the uncle asked for Willie’s promise and Willie made
that promise, a contract would be formed at the point of the exchange of promises. (At
that point, the promise has given the consideration bargained for—the promise.) Then if
Willie smoked behind the barn he would have committed a breach of contract.
3. Forbearance to assert an invalid claim – can it be consideration?
• Restatement 2d – yes, if either:
-- claim doubtful (objective test) OR
-- forbearing party believes it may be valid (subjective)
4. General Rule -- “Past consideration” is NOT consideration because it was not bargained for.
Feinberg – no consideration for Pfeiffer’s promise. Feinberg’s past work not
consideration because not bargained for. Pfeiffer didn’t bargain for her staying on or
retiring.
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Mills – No consideration for Dad’s promise because Mills had already provided the care
for his 25-year old son prior to promise. Thus, not bargained for. Dad’s “moral
obligation” doesn’t change this.
5. Departures from general rule that past consideration is not consideration:
• The Material Benefit Rule – A moral obligation is consideration for a subsequent promise
to pay where promisor received a material benefit. Webb v. McGowin (expands
definition of consideration)
Restatement 2d § 71
(1) To constitute consideration, a performance or a return promise must be bargained for.
(2) A performance or return promise is bargained for if it is sought by the promisor in
exchange for his promise, and is given by the promisee in exchange for that promise.
Restatement 2d § 79
If the requirement of consideration is met, there is no additional requirement of
(a) a gain, advantage, or benefit to the promisor or a loss, disadvantage, or
detriment to the promisee; or
(b) equivalence in the values exchanged; or
( c) “mutuality of obligation.”
1. Departures from general rule that past consideration is not consideration:
• The Material Benefit Rule – A moral obligation is consideration for a subsequent promise
to pay where promisor received a material benefit. Webb v. McGowin (expands
definition of consideration)
• Restatement 2d s 86 -- A promise made in recognition of a benefit previously received
by the promisor from the promisee is binding to the extent necessary to prevent injustice.
(dispenses with consideration requirement) fuzzy
• New York Statute (Note 2, p 55) – A promise in writing shall not be denied effect on the
ground that consideration for the promise is past if the consideration is expressed in the
writing, was given, and would be consideration but for timing. (enforceable without true
consideration)
2. Would the Dad’s promise in Mills be enforceable under:
o The Material Benefit Rule – probably no, because the son (rather than the dad)
received the material benefit
o Restatement 2d § 86 – probably no, because the son (rather than the dad) received
the benefit.
o New York Statute (note 2, p 55) – yes, so long as Dad’s letter mentioned
consideration.
HYPOS
1. Even under moral obligation (Webb), the father does not receive a material benefit, the
son is 25, and the son did not survive. So the father didn’t receive anything. (maybe an
action in restitution).
2. Recovery under the Restatement 2d § 86: STILL need a material benefit.
3. New York Statute: Written promise (in the letter) stated consideration, would be
enforceable.
3. Would the employer’s promise in Webb be enforceable under:
• Restatement 2d § 86 -- probably yes, because benefit to employer (promisor) and
justice requires enforcement
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New York Statute (note 2, p 55) – no, because employer’s promise was not in
writing.
4. Two kinds of “if” clauses:
Bargained-for exchange OR
condition to gratuitous promise.
Ask whether independent of the transaction, the promisor would want what is in the “if” clause.
If so, more likely is consideration.
Question of language plus context.
5. Kirksey – No consideration for brother- in-law’s promise. Brother made a gratuitous promise
with a condition (Antillico gets a place to live if she comes to Talladega county). No bargainedfor exchange.
6. Now to . . . bilateral contracts (two promises)
Each party wants performance . . . but ALSO wants a promise to perform.
7. Strong v. Sheffield -- example of an illusory promise.
Louisa sought uncle’s promise to forbear from collecting on promissory note in return for her
promise to pay husband’s debt.
Uncle’s promise was illusory since he only promised to hold the note until he wanted the money.
Louisa bargained for uncle’s promise to forbear (not just his forbearance). Uncle’s forbearance
was thus not consideration for Louisa’s promise.
Bilateral Contact: Promises where each party makes a promise to each other

Equitable Estoppel: Enforcement of a statement.
Promissory Estoppel: Enforcement of a promise

Restatement § 71. Indeed, comment a to Restatement § 75. Informs us “The promise is
enforced by virtue of the fact of the barging without more.”
Promise enforce if…
1. Consideration (or a sub.)-bargained for exchange
(according to Restatement 2d § 71)
2. Offer and Acceptance
3. Sometimes Writing
8. Mattei v. Hopper –
• Mattie promises to pay for land if leases satisfactory.
• Promise not illusory b/c Mattie is restrained by obligation to act in good faith. (He must
exercise his right of satisfaction in good faith.)
• Court applies subjective (rather than objective-reasonable person) test of good faith
because judgment involved and too many variables to apply an objective test.
*Restatement 2d § 86
(1) A promise made in recognition of a benefit previously received by the promisor from
the promisee is binding to the extent necessary to prevent injustice.
(2) A promise is not binding under Subsection (1)
(a) if the promisee conferred the benefit as a gift or for
other
reasons the promisor has not been unjustly enriched;
or
(b) to the extent that its value is disproportionate to the
benefit.
(1) Eastern v. Gulf -- Requirements Contract.
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• Gulf agrees to sell Eastern all the jet fuel Eastern requires at designated cities.
• Flexible pricing term in contract. Price of jet fuel rises and Gulf wants out.
• Gulf argues Eastern’s promise is illusory.
• Eastern’s promise NOT illusory b/c subject to good faith duty.
(2) U.C.C. 2-306(1) – quantity in a requirements or output contract
Generally, quantity = “such actual output or requirements as may occur in good faith.”
But quantity may not be “unreasonably disproportionate”
o to any stated estimate,
o or in the absence of an estimate, to any normal (or comparable) prior output or
requirements.
(3) U.C.C. Test of good faith -- Article 1 definition of good faith was changed in 2001.
Pre-2001 Article 1: 1-201(19) --subjective definition (honesty in fact)
1-201(b)(20) – adds an objective definition (reasonable
commercial standards of fair dealing)
Article 2 has its own objective definition of good faith for merchants. 2-103(1)(b).
(4) Wood v. Lucy –
• Lucy promises Wood an exclusive agency re her designs/name; Wood promises to share
½ of any profits.
• Cardozo says Wood made an implied promise to use “reasonable efforts.” This implied
term gives content to Wood’s promise, which then provides consideration for Lucy’s
promise.
(5) Ricketts v. Scothorn – Grandpa says none of his other grandchildren work and hands Katie a
promissory note for $2,000.
• Grandpa’s promise is gratuitous. (Katie gave no consideration.)
• But Grandpa’s promise is enforceable on basis of promissory estoppel. Court incorrectly
labels this “equitable estoppel.”
• Equitable estoppel – representation of fact made by one party and relied on by the other.
Speaker is estopped to deny the fact.
• Promissory estoppel – promisor is estopped to deny he/she received consideration for the
promise. This may make the promise enforceable.
(6) Restatement § 90 – elements of promissory estoppel:
(1) A promise
(2) Promisee relied -- on the promise (1st Restatement – substantial reliance required)
(3) Promisor had reason to expect the reliance that occurred.
(4) Binding if justice requires (2nd Restatement – recovery limited as justice requires)
(7) Feinberg – No consideration for Board’s promise to Feinberg, but promise enforceable on
basis of promissory estoppel. (Feinberg relied on Board’s promise in retiring.)
*U.C.C.
Article 1 – definition of “good faith”
2000
1-201(19) – “Good faith” means honesty in fact in the conduct or transaction concerned.
2001 Article 1:
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2001
2-102(b)(20) – “Good faith” . . . means honesty in fact and the observance of reasonable
commercial standards of fair dealing.
Article 2 – definition of “good faith” for merchants
2-103(1)(b) – “Good faith” in the case of a merchant means honesty in fact and the
observance of reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing in the trade.

Chapter 2. Creating Contractual Obligations
Assent: Agreement, approval, or permission; esp., verbal or nonverbal conduct reasonably
interpreted as willingness
Objective Assent: relating to, or based on externally verifiable phenomena, as opposed to an
individual's perceptions, feelings,
Subjective Assent: Based on an individual's perceptions, feelings, or intentions, as opposed to
externally verifiable phenomena
Intent to be Bound: “Patients may transform such statements into firm promises in theory own
minds… statement made for social purposes or among family members provide a second
category in which the promisor may not have intended to make a legally enforceable promise.”
(1) Promissory Estoppel -- Restatement 2nd §90
Justice may require limiting recovery to the reliance interest when expectation damages seem too
generous. (The promisee may also get reliance rather than expectation damages when
expectation damages are difficult to measure.)
(2) Restitution – a non-contract basis for recovery designed to avoid unjust enrichment
●General Principle – you may recover for a benefit you conferred on someone else
if it is unjust not to require compensation.
●Limitations – No recovery if:
Benefit conferred by a Volunteer (an officious meddler)
Benefit conferred as a Gift (presumption that emergency services are gratuitous)
●Measures of Recovery:
Net Enrichment (increase in value) e.g., value of fixed car vs. smashed car
Cost Avoided (market price of benefit) e.g., how much would you have had to
pay someone else to perform the same service?
●Cotnam v. Wisdom – When doc renders emergency aid to accident victim, services are
NOT gratuitous b/c doctors expect payment for their work. Doc’s recovery in restitution
is based on market price of services (cost avoided = typical measure of recovery in
emergency cases)
●Pyeatte – Couple agreed wife would put husband through law school, then husband
would put wife through graduate school. Husband sought divorce right after graduation.
Contract too indefinite to be enforceable (topic to come). Wife has action in restitution.
Presumption that wife made a gift of her support is rebutted b/c her contribution was
extraordinary and parties’ contract suggests wife did NOT intend to make a gift.
(3) Back to Contract Formation
(a) General Perspective on Assent -- Lucy v. Zehmer
• Lucy offered to buy Zehmers’ farm for $50,000 cash; Zehmers signed
“agreement,” then claimed they were joking. Lucy claims there was an
enforceable agreement.
• If both parties were actually joking, no contract.
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If Zehmers were actually joking, Lucy must show he honestly and reasonably
believed the Zehmers were serious
• Lucy wins (contract formed).
(b) The Offer = act whereby one confers upon another the power to create a
contract (Corbin).
Offeree honestly and reasonably believe that the speaker had power to close the deal.
Fairmount Glass
• C-M claims it accepted Fairmount’s offer. Fairmount claims it did not intend to
make an offer.
• Question = did C/M reasonably believe Fairmount’s letter of 4/24 was an offer?
Court says yes. A reasonable person would think language of Fairmount’s 4/24
letter created an offer.
• C-M’s 4/20 inquiry (please quote price for 10 car loads) is critical to court’s
conclusion that Fairmount’s letter of 4/24 was an offer b/c C-M’s 4/20 letter
provides the quantity of carloads. (not reasonable to believe Fairmount would
make an offer without specifying a quantity.)
Construction Contracts: Offer and acceptance, + bidding
(1) The Offer – an act whereby one confers upon another the power to create a contract
(Corbin).
• If speaker denies making an offer, and listener insists speaker did make an offer,
question = did the listener honestly and reasonably believe the speaker made an offer?
(language + context)
• Lefkowitz -- Ads are not usually offers, but this ad WAS an offer because of the
limitation “First Come, First Served.” Thus, a reasonable person could believe the store
was offering to sell the lapin stole to the first person who entered the store with the $1.00
payment.
• Exposure Test (to help distinguish offers from non-offers): Would a reasonable person
think the speaker had exposed him/herself to unreasonable liability? If so, not an offer.
Example: Letter: “I am sending this letter to several of you who may be interested in
buying my Rembrandt for $1 million.” Not an offer b/c if it were, I would have exposed
myself to unreasonable liability – if everyone I sent the letter to could accept and bind me
to sell my ONE Rembrandt.
• Elsinore Union Elementary School v. Kastorff
-- Kastorff submits bid to school. Kastorff’s bid was an offer. (School honestly
and reasonably believed Kastorff’s bid was an offer to do the work for the stated
price.)
-- School accepted Kastorff’s offer when it “awarded the contract” to Kastorff.
Thus, too late for Kastorff to revoke offer when it discovered its mistake.
School’s written notice of award of contract (sent two weeks later) just
memorialized the earlier deal.
-- Hard to get out of a contract on ground of unilateral mistake. Must give prompt
notice of mistake and return other party to the status quo.
(2) The Acceptance -- act whereby the offeree exercises the power to create a contract.
(Corbin)
• If offeree insists it accepted and the offeror denies it, question = did the offeree honestly
and reasonably believe it accepted? (language + context)
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What is acceptance?—It is a voluntary act, where the offeror determines the acts
that are to constitute acceptance, and then the offeree voluntarily accepts, making
the set of legal relationsCONTRACT. (now offeror cannot withdraw offer without
liability).

International Filter – the key is to identify which communication is the offer
• Int’l Filter sends its form (“THE FORM”) to Conroe. THE FORM says Int’l Filter will
sell Conroe goods for stated price. THE FORM also says “this proposal becomes a
contract when (1) accepted by Conroe AND (2) approved by Int’l Filter’s home office.
Not an offer b/c doesn’t give Conroe the power to close the deal (home office approval
still required).
• Conroe writes “accepted” on THE FORM and sends it back to Int’l Filter. This is the
offer b/c Int’l Filter now has the power to close the deal (by approving it at the home
office).
• Int’l Filter prez writes “OK” on THE FORM. This is the acceptance. Contract formed
here.
• Court says THE FORM doesn’t require notice of acceptance, but if it did, Int’l Filter later
gave notice of acceptance.
International Filter’s form required home office approval. So when Conroe accepted the
offer and sent the form back, they were really making the offer, and International Filter was
not legally responsible for informing Conroe that the offer was approved to make it a
contract.
Ever-Tite
• Greens signed Ever-Tite’s form setting out the work and price to re-roof the Greens’
home.
• The form provided: the agreement becomes binding upon: (1) written acceptance by
Ever-Tite’s office OR (2) upon commencing performance of the work.
• Ever-Tite sends trucks to Greens’ home and discovers Greens have hired someone else.
• Court says Ever-Tite accepted by commencing performance. An implied promise to
complete the work arose from the commencement of performance. Thus, a bilateral
contract (two promises). (This cannot be a unilateral contract b/c Ever-Tite hadn’t
completed their performance, i.e., finished re-roofing the Greens’ house.)

Miscellaneous general rules re acceptance:
Notice of Acceptance – Default Rules (apply in absence of agreement otherwise)
-- Acceptance by an express promise requires notice.
-- Acceptance by performance does not require notice unless the offeree has reason to
know the offeror would not otherwise learn of the acceptance.
Silence is not an acceptance. Exceptions:
-- Silence plus retention and use of goods for an unreasonable length of time
-- Past dealings
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTRACT FORMATION
The existence of a contact may, determine whether particular statutory protections attach.
NOTIFICATION OF ACCEPTANCE IN UNILATERAL CONTRACTS
General RuleA response is not always necessary to signal an acceptance of a contract. For
example, an advertisement can promise something based upon the completion of a another
action, if the action is performed, then without notifying the offeror of acceptance, the
offeree does the task, and then has an enforceable contract. (the influenza Carbolic Smoke
Ball Company case).
SILENCE NOT ORDINARYILY ACCPETANCE
General ruleSilence alone is not acceptance, but in circumstances when the buyer and
seller know each other/have done a lot of business with each other, and don’t always
communicate, but allow the other to continue to fulfill obligations, it must be made clear
that they no longer want that to continue, as opposed to not saying anything and expecting
not to continue to be supplied.

Termination of the Power of Acceptance. Four ways to kill an offer:
(a) Lapse – outer limits of offer’s duration. Offer may expire according to its own terms.
If no stated term, offer lapses after a reasonable time.
(b) Revocation – offeror can revoke at any time before acceptance. Wimpy language =
enough.
An offer can be made irrevocable – 3 ways:
• Consideration – offeree pays consideration for offeror’s promise to keep
the offer open for a time. (option contract)
•

Firm Offers – U.C.C. § 2-205 (Article 2 ONLY – doesn’t apply to
common law cases). An offer by a merchant in a signed writing which
says it will be held open is not revocable for (the stated time or a
reasonable time) up to 3 months (no consideration required).

•

Reliance by Offeree later . . .

Dickinson v. Dodds – indirect revocation of offer
▪ Dickinson heard Dodds sold (or offered to sell) property to someone else.
Offer revoked.
▪ Two key requirements for indirect revocation:
• Offeror takes action inconsistent with intent to contract with
offeree and
• Offeree gets reliable information to that effect.
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(c ) Death or Incapacity of Offeror or Offeree
(d) Rejection -- Rejection (by the offeree)
1. A couple of Common Law Rules re Contract Formation (both abandoned by UCC 2-207):
• The Mirror Image Rule – a response that does not exactly mirror the offer is a rejection
and a counter-offer.
•

The Last-Shot Rule -- party that sends the last message before performance usually gets
its terms. Example: If Buyer makes an offer and Seller purports to accept on terms that
don’t match the offer, Seller has rejected the offer and made a counter-offer (per the
mirror image rule). If Buyer performs, or begins to perform, Buyer has accepted Seller’s
counter-offer.

2. UCC 2-207 -- applies to contracts for the sale of goods
(Important Point: Article 2 abandons the mirror image rule and the last-shot rule.)
2-207(1)
Question addressed: Is a contract formed when acceptance contains terms
additional to or different from those offered (or agreed upon)?
Answer: Yes, a contract is formed unless . . . the acceptance is “expressly
conditioned” on the other party’s agreement to the new term.
2-207(2)
Question addressed: If a contract is formed under 2-207(1), what are its terms?
Answer:
-- General rule: additional terms are proposals (suggestions). Unless the
offeror accepts them, they are not part of the contract.
-- Between merchants (both parties are merchants): additional terms
become part of the contract unless:
(a) the offer precludes additional terms; OR
(b)the additional terms materially alter the contract; OR
( c) the offeror already objected (maybe during negotiations) or
objects within a
reasonable time.
2-207(3)
Question addressed: If a contract is not formed under 2-207(1) (because the
acceptance was “expressly conditioned” on the offeror’s assent to additional terms),
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but the parties’ conduct recognizes existence of a contract, what are the terms of
that contract?
Answer: terms on which the writings agree . . . plus . . . UCC gap-fillers.
Example of UCC gap-filler: UCC 2-309(1): “The time for shipment or delivery or any
other action under a contract if not provided in this Article or agreed upon shall be a
reasonable time.” (We haven’t talked about this section. I mention it only to give
you an idea of what a gap-filler looks like.)

Hypo: Seller’s acceptance adds an arbitration clause. Both parties are merchants.
Parties’ conduct recognizes a contract.
Common Law – no contract based on the writings. If the Buyer performs (accepts goods),
this acts as an acceptance of the Seller’s counter-offer. (mirror image rule + last-shot
rule). So arbitration clause is part of the contract.
Article 2
• UCC 2-207(1) – There is a contract based on the writings unless the Seller’s
acceptance was “expressly conditioned” on Buyer’s assent to the arbitration clause.
Assume no such language; thus, Contract Formed.
•

UCC 2-207(2) – Since both parties are merchants, the arbitration clause is part of
the contract unless: (a) Buyer’s offer precluded additional terms; OR (b) arbitration
clause materially alters the contract; OR ( c) Buyer already objected to arbitration or
objects within a reasonable time. Assume (a) and ( c) don’t apply. Does an
arbitration clause materially alter the contract? Some states say yes, others say it
depends on the circumstances (the trade, etc.) Bottom line: not clear whether
arbitration clause comes into the contract.

•

UCC 2-207(3) – If Seller’s acceptance is “expressly conditioned” on Buyer’s
agreement to arbitration, no contract based on the writings. But parties’ conduct
recognizes a contract (a given in the hypo). The terms of the contract are: terms on
which parties’ writings agree AND UCC gap-fillers. Arbitration clause does not come
into the contract. (No UCC gap-filler supplies an arbitration clause.)

Topic: Battle of the Forms – (offer and acceptance don’t match; acceptance contains new
terms)
What law governs?
Sale of goods – Article 2 of the UCC (§2-207)
Other transactions – common law
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UCC 2-207 – (abandons the mirror image rule and the last-shot rule of common law)

2-207(1)
Question addressed: Is a contract formed when acceptance contains terms additional to
or different from those offered (or agreed upon)?
Answer: Yes, a contract is formed unless . . . the acceptance is “expressly conditioned”
on the other party’s agreement to the new term.

2-207(2)
Question addressed: If a contract is formed under 2-207(1), what are its terms?
Answer:
-- General rule: additional terms are proposals (suggestions). Unless the offeror
accepts them, they are not part of the contract.
-- Between merchants (both parties are merchants): additional terms become part
of the contract unless:
(a) the offer precludes additional terms; OR
(b)the additional terms materially alter the contract; OR
( c) the offeror already objected (maybe during negotiations) or objects
within a reasonable time.
2-207(3)
Question addressed: If a contract is not formed under 2-207(1) (because the acceptance
was “expressly conditioned” on the offeror’s assent to additional terms), but the parties’
conduct recognizes existence of a contract, what are the terms of that contract?
Answer: terms on which the writings agree . . . plus . . . UCC gap-fillers.
Example of UCC gap-filler: UCC 2-309(1): “The time for shipment or delivery or any
other action under a contract if not provided in this Article or agreed upon shall be a
reasonable time.” (We haven’t talked about this section. I mention it only to give you an
idea of what a gap-filler looks like.)
sHypotheticals:
#1: Seller’s acceptance adds an arbitration clause. Both parties are merchants.
Parties’ conduct recognizes a contract.
Common Law – no contract based on the writings. If the Buyer performs (accepts
goods), this acts as an acceptance of the Seller’s counter-offer. (mirror image rule +
last-shot rule). So arbitration clause is part of the contract.
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Article 2
UCC 2-207(1) – There is a contract based on the writings unless the Seller’s acceptance
was “expressly conditioned” on Buyer’s assent to the arbitration clause. Assume no such
language; thus, Contract Formed.
UCC 2-207(2) – Since both parties are merchants, the arbitration clause is part of the
contract unless: (a) Buyer’s offer precluded additional terms; OR (b) arbitration clause
materially alters the contract; OR ( c) Buyer already objected to arbitration or objects
within a reasonable time. Assume (a) and ( c) don’t apply. Does an arbitration clause
materially alter the contract? Some states say yes, others say it depends on the
circumstances (the trade, etc.) Bottom line: not clear whether arbitration clause comes
into the contract.
UCC 2-207(3) – If Seller’s acceptance is “expressly conditioned” on Buyer’s agreement
to arbitration, no contract based on the writings. But parties’ conduct recognizes a
contract (a given in the hypo). The terms of the contract are: terms on which parties’
writings agree AND UCC gap-fillers. Arbitration clause does not come into the contract.
(No UCC gap-filler supplies an arbitration clause.)
#2: Seller’s acceptance adds a disclaimer of all warranties. Both parties are merchants.
Parties’ conduct recognizes a contract.
Common Law – Same as in first hypo. Disclaimer comes into the contract.
Article 2
UCC 2-207(1) – same as in first hypo. Contract Formed.
UCC 2-207(2) – Same as in first hypo except that a disclaimer of all warranties would
materially alter the contract (Comment 4 to 2-207), so disclaimer is not part of the
contract.
UCC 2-207(3) – same as in first hypo. Disclaimer does not come into the contract.

#3: Seller’s acceptance changes the delivery date from June 1 to July 1.
Both parties are merchants. Parties’ conduct recognizes a contract. (This was our first look
at an acceptance with a different, as opposed to an additional, term.
Common Law – no contract based on the writings. If the Buyer performs), this acts as
an acceptance of the Seller’s counter-offer. (mirror image rule + last-shot rule). So the
delivery date is July 1.
Article 2
• Contract formed based on writings? UCC 2-207(1) – Yes, assuming Seller’s
acceptance was not “expressly conditioned” on Buyer’s assent to a July 1 delivery
date.
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•

Terms of the Contract (formed under 2-207(1))? Because 2-207(2) does not
mention different terms, courts disagree about the proper test. Three views:
(1) 2-207(2) applies – probably June 1 delivery date. Under 2-207(2)( c),
Buyer implicitly objected to Seller’s July 1 delivery date by specifying
June 1 in its offer.
(2) Fall-out Rule – June 1 delivery date. Different term in Seller’s
acceptance falls out.
(3) Knock-out Rule (Majority view) – reasonable delivery date. Different
delivery dates knock each other out. UCC gap-fillers supply a reasonable
delivery date.

•

If NO contract based on the writings (b/c Seller’s acceptance is “expressly
conditioned” on Buyer’s agreeing to a July 1 delivery date), but parties’ conduct
recognizes a contract, what are the terms of the contract? UCC 2-207(3) – a
reasonable delivery date. Terms of contract = terms on which parties’ writings
agree AND UCC gap-fillers (which supply a reasonable delivery date).
1. Offer of Unilateral Contact (offer seeks acceptance by (full) performance)
•

Traditional view – offeror can revoke offer at any time before acceptance (i.e.,
complete performance)

Restat. 2d §45 (applies only to unilateral offers)
(1) Where an offer invites an offeree to accept by rendering a performance, and does not
invite a promissory acceptance, an option contract is created when the offeree tenders or
begins the invited performance or tenders a beginning of it.
(2) The offeror’s duty of performance under any option contract so created is conditional
on completion or tender of the invited performance in accordance with the terms of the
offer.
-- Note that under §45, an option contract is created when the offeree begins
performance. This gives the offeree time to complete performance. If the offeree
does complete performance, the contract is created.
-- Example: I will give you $100 if you cross the Brooklyn Bridge. You are halfway
across the bridge when I try to revoke my offer.
Traditional view -- I revoked my offer before you accepted it (by completing
your walk), so no contract.
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Restat. 2d §45 -- an option contract was created when you began walking. If
you complete your walk, a contract is formed and you get $100. If you don’t
complete the walk, no contract/no $100 due (because no contract formed).
2. Offer of Bilateral Contract (offer seeks acceptance by a return promise) – In most
cases, the offeree can protect itself by making a promise to perform before beginning
performance.
3. Drennan v. Star Paving -(a) Facts:
General contractor (Drennan) solicits bids on school job. Subcontractor (Star)
submits a bid for the paving work. Sub’s bid is the offer. Drennan relies on Star’s
bid before acceptance by using Star’s bid in its own bid on the school job.
Drennan gets the school job.
Star discovers an error in its bid and tries to revoke its bid.
Using Star’s bid put Drennan in a risky position.
(b) Court concludes Star’s offer was irrevocable. Drennan should have reasonable
opportunity to accept. Star liable for breach of K. (expec damages)
-- Analogizing to Restat. 2d §45, court says Star implicitly made a subsidiary
promise to keep its offer open.
-- This subsidiary promise was enforceable because Drennan relied on Star’s
offer (§90).
( c) Star could NOT rescind contract b/c of its mistake. No reason for Drennan to
know of mistake. Can’t return Drennan to status quo (before Star’s bid.)
4. Variations on facts of Drennan . . .
(a) After getting the school award, Drennan goes bid shopping . . .
-- maybe Drennan waited too long to accept.
-- maybe Drennan didn’t rely on Star’s offer (so it would be revocable).
(b) Before getting the school award, Drennan asks Star to shave bid . . .
-- query whether this is a rejection of Star’s offer (probably just an inquiry)
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( c) After getting the school award, Drennan asks Star to shave it bid . . .
-- maybe Drennan waited too long to accept.
-- maybe Drennan didn’t rely on Star’s offer (so it would be revocable).
5. Restat. 2d §87(2) (drafted in response to Drennan ; §45 + §90 = §87(2))
•

Offer which the offeror should reasonably expect to induce substantial action or
forbearance before acceptance

•

And which does induce such action or forbearance

•

Is binding as an option contract to the extent necessary to avoid injustice.

6. Contrast Restatement 2d §§ 90, 45, and 87(2):
•

Section 90 makes a promise enforceable without consideration.

•

Sections 45 and 87(2) make an offer irrevocable (create an option contract)
o by finding an implied promise (by the offeror) to keep the offer open
o and making that implied promise enforceable without consideration because
of the offeree’s reliance.
o thus giving the offeree time to think over the offer/ complete performance.
o Remember: an option contract just gives the offeree protection against the
offeror’s power to revoke the offer. The offeree may ultimately decide to
reject the offer.

•

Section 45 – applies only to offers requiring performance as acceptance. Option
contract created upon offeree’s beginning performance.

•

Section 87(2) – expands on Drennan.
o not limited to offers seeking performance as acceptance
o option contract created if: (1) offeror should reasonably expect the offer to
induce substantial action or forbearance; (2) offer does induce such action
or forbearance (can be preparation to perform); and (3) option contract
created to extent necessary to avoid injustice.

•

Note that under §87(2), an offeree’s preparation to perform may trigger an option
contract. Contrast §45, which requires an offeree’s commencement of performance.

7. Hoffman v. Red Owl -- Hoffman sought franchise; Red Owl rep led him down the
garden path. No offer, but Hoffman recovers reliance costs.
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Chapter 3. Statutes in Frauds
Statutes of Frauds – vary by state, designed to prevent fraud by requiring certain
contracts to be in writing

3-Step Analysis:
o
Is the agreement “within” the Statute of Frauds? (is there a writing
requirement for this kind of contract?
o
If so, is the Statute of Frauds “satisfied”? (is the writing requirement
met?)
o
Is the Statute of Frauds dispensed with? (last ditch argument if
writing
requirement not met)

I. Miscellaneous Agreements
Question #1 – What agreements are “within” the Statute of Frauds?
the
WITHIN
year.

A. One Year Provision -- K that cannot be performed within one year of
making
-- B contracts to work for A for 10 months, work to begin in 3 months –
the Statute of Frauds because cannot be performed within 1
-- B contracts to work for A for 5 years – WITHIN the Statute of Frauds
because not possible to work for 5 years in less than one year. If B dies, her
performance is excused, but her performance is not completed.
-- B contracts to support A for A’s life – NOT within the Statute of Frauds
because A could die within a year.
-- (Tricky) Hamer v. Sidway – NOT within Statute of Frauds. Uncle to pay
nephew $5,000 if nephew refrains from smoking, drinking, etc. until age 21.
NOT within Statute of Frauds b/c K made and fully performed at exactly the
same instant (at age 21, when nephew has refrained until then).
B. Land -- – K for transfer of an interest in real estate.
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(leases – may fall within St. Fr., depending on length of lease. See state
statutes.)
debt

C. Suretyships – I promise a creditor I’ll be liable for someone else’s
Surety promises creditor that surety will also be responsible for principal’s
debt to creditor. So both the principal debtor and the surety are liable to the
Creditor for the principal debtor’s debt. (Look for two promises to the
Creditor – one from the principal debtor and another from the surety.)
Surety’s promise to the Creditor falls within the St Fr.
Exception = The Main Purpose Rule -- a surety’s promise does NOT fall
within the St Fr if the surety’s main purpose was the surety’s own personal
economic benefit.

Question #2: If agreement falls within the Statute of Frauds, how “satisfy” the
writing
requirement?
Requirements vary by state. Restatement 2d § 131 sets out typical requirements:
•
A writing
•
Signed by the defendant
•
Indicates a contract, its subject matter, and the parties
•
States essential terms

Question #3: If writing requirement not satisfied, can we dispense with
writing
requirement?
Yes, if:
(a) One-year provision -- full performance on one side
(b) Land provision -- part performance (by Buyer)
e.g., oral agreement to buy house; Buyer moves onto property, redoes
kitchen, and pays Seller $1,000/month. Strong evidence of an agreement to
buy house.
( c) Reliance -- Monarco: Party is estopped to raise St Fr as a defense if would result
in:
unconscionable injury or
unjust enrichment
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II. UCC Article 2 –Sale of goods (special rules – UCC only!) §2201
Question #1 – What agreements are “within” the Statute of Frauds? UCC §2201(1)
Agreement for sale of goods with a price of $500 or more
Question #2: If agreement falls within the Statute of Frauds, how “satisfy” the
writing
requirement? UCC §2-201(2)
●General rule (UCC §2-201(1):
-- Writing
-- indicates a contract
-- signed by defendant
-- specifies quantity
●Between merchants (UCC §2-201(2)):
-- Written confirmation of oral agreement
-- Sent within a reasonable time
-- Sufficient against the sender
(confirmation signed by sender, indicates a contract, specifies
quantity)
-- Recipient has reason to know contents
-- Satisfies writing requirement unless recipient objects w/n 10 days
of receipt
[Moral: Merchants read your mail!]
Question #3: If writing requirement not satisfied, can we dispense with
writing
requirement? Yes, if:
● UCC §2-201(3)
(a) specially manufactured goods
(b) party admission (to extent of the admission)
( c) goods for which payment made & accepted or which have been
received & accepted (to extent of payment/receipt/acceptance)
●Reliance (See above discussion of Monarco rule under miscellaneous
Statutes of
Frauds.) Question = does the common law rule in Monarco apply to
cases governed by UCC §2-201? . . . to be continued briefly on Thursday.
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1. Statute of Frauds Analysis:
a. Is agreement within the Statute of Frauds?
b. If so, is the writing requirement satisfied?
c. If not, can we dispense with the writing requirement?

Chapter 4. Policing the Bargaining Process
2. Policing the Bargain
a. Capacity -- A minor can disaffirm a contract; generally gets restitution for benefits
conferred on adult.
b. Pre-existing Duty Rule – old rule aimed to protect against a coerced contract
modification.
(1) Basic Principle: It is not consideration to promise to do what you are already
required to do.
(2) Alaska Packers – fishermen agree to go to Alaska and work for $50 (plus 2
cents/fish caught). Upon arrival in Alaska they demand more money for the same
work. Superintendent agrees. No consideration for promise to pay fishermen more
money for doing the work they had already agreed to do.
(3) Inroads into the Pre-Existing Duty Rule:
(a) Courts search for something new/different added to promises
(b) Rescission + new contract -- parties agree to rescind first contract, then
enter new contract
( c) Fair response to unanticipated hardship
Restatement §89(a) example: contractor agrees to excavate cellar,
then hits
solid rock. Parties didn’t anticipate; agree to increased (but
fair) price.
(d)UCC 2-209(1) – abrogates Pre-existing duty rule. An agreement
modifying a contract needs no consideration to be binding, BUT the
modification must be made in good faith.
c. Duress
(a) Look for: (1) improper threat (2) leaves victim with no reasonable alternative
(both required)
(b) Austin Instruments – Loral acted under duress in agreeing to price increase on
contract #1 with Austin.
-- Austin threatened to breach contract (withhold delivery of needed goods)
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-- Which left Loral with no reasonable alternative (no other vendors could
supply parts in time, if Loral breached K with Navy or asked for more time, it might
not get more contracts with the Navy.)
d. Undue Influence
(a) Look for: (1) improper persuasion and (2) special relationship (domination or
trust)
(b) Odorizzi – teacher stated a claim for rescission based on undue influence
-- improper persuasion – teacher was vulnerable -- arrested, no sleep for 40
hours, no
attorney, transaction in his home, threat to publicize arrest, etc.
-- Special relationship = employer/employee
-- no duress b/c (in 1966) threat to fire Odorizzi not wrongful

Chapter 5. Determining the Parties’ Obligations
Under the Contact
New Topic – What does the agreement mean?
1. The Parol Evidence Rule (PER)
• Underlying rationale: If parties made a written record of their agreement, they
likely intended it to be the final version of their negotiations. Writing thus
supersedes (discharges) any earlier negotiations/agmts.
•

Parol evidence = evidence of a prior or contemporaneous agreement. (may be oral
or written)

•

Look for . . . written agreement + parol evidence offered to add term(s) to the
writing.

•

PER Analysis:
(1) Is the written agreement integrated (final)? If so, parol evidence cannot be used
to contradict terms in the writing.
(2) If integrated, is it partially integrated? or completely integrated?
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a. Partially integrated – the writing is final as to the terms in it, but it may not
contain all the terms. If partially integrated, parol evidence is admissible to
supplement the writing (but not to contradict it).
b. Completely integrated – writing is the complete, entire, exclusive
statement of the terms related to the deal. A completely integrated
agreement discharges parol agreements that are within its scope.
-- What is within the scope of the written agreement? Something that
would naturally have been included in the writing (UCC – something that
certainly would have been included in the writing). Such parol evidence is
not admissible to supplement a completely integrated agreement.
-- If an agreement is not within the scope of the writing, it is a
collateral agreement and PER doesn’t bar evidence of its terms.
-- A Merger Clause evidences the parties’ intent that the writing is
completely integrated. Example: “This is the complete and final agreement
of the parties. There are no other agreements, written or oral that
supplement this agreement.” (For Contracts class, assume an agreement
with a merger clause is completely integrated. In practice, courts are
suspicious of merger clauses in consumer agreements.)
Gianni – lease was a completely integrated agreement. So evidence of
parol agreement that gave Gianni an exclusive right to sell soda – not
admissible under PER. (cannot supplement a completely integrated
agreement)
Masterson – deed conveying land and reserving option to repurchase was a
partially integrated agreement. So evidence of a parol agreement that the
option would be kept within the family was admissible to supplement the
writing. (Dissent: implied term in deed that option can be assigned; thus
parol evidence of non-assignability contradicted writing and not admissible.)

2. Interpreting the Agreement (not a PER issue)
Extrinsic evidence = evidence from outside the writing (includes parol agreements,
surrounding circumstances, customs, parties’ prior performance under this and
other agreements)
Step # One: Is the agreement ambiguous (so that extrinsic evidence is required to interpret
it)?
-- if agreement is unclear on its face, answer is YES. Go to Step Two.
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-- if agreement is clear on its face, will a court look at extrinsic evidence offered to
establish ambiguity? Two views:
Plain Meaning Rule – look only at document to determine if language is
ambiguous
External Evidence Rule (CA Rule) – look at all extrinsic evidence offered to
prove a meaning to which the writing is reasonably susceptible.
(Pacific Gas)
Step # Two: If agreement is ambiguous, court interprets language (by looking at extrinsic
evidence). To be continued . . .
Still figuring out What the Agreement Means . . . Interpreting the Agreement . . .

1. Not a Parol Evidence Rule issue . . . b/c evidence is being offered not to add a term, but rather
to explain the agreement.
2. Interpretation = a 2 Step Process:
• Is the agreement ambiguous (so that it needs to be interpreted)?
o Plain Meaning Rule
o External Evidence Rule (CA Rule)
• If so, what does it mean?
3. Frigaliment – court is interpreting ambiguous language. (What is a chicken?)
• Buyer says “chicken“= young, tender chicken
• Seller says “chicken” includes old, tough chicken
•
•
•

Buyer = the plaintiff.
To win, Buyer must show its interpretation was honest and the other party had reason to
know it.
Buyer loses b/c cannot show its meaning is more reasonable (and therefore Seller had
reason to know it).

4. The Big Three – trade usage, course of dealing (other Ks), course of performance (this K)
• Of course, can be used to interpret an agreement.
• **Can also supplement (or qualify/limit) . . . even a completely integrated agreement!!
•

But . . . cannot contradict express terms of the writing.

•

If the Big Three contradict each other . . . a hierarchy:
o Course of performance
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o Course of dealing
Trade usag
5. Nanakuli – requirements K.
• Nanakuli agrees to buy all its asphalt requirements from Shell
• Price term = posted price
• Shell raises the price of asphalt (w/ very little notice). This affects the price of asphalt on
jobs Nanakuli has already undertaken. Nanakuli claims Shell is in breach b/c it failed to
“price protect” Nanakuli.
• Price protection would require Shell to:
(1) give advance notice of price increase and
(2) hold the price on asphalt Nanakuli has already committed to a job.
•

Nothing about price protection in the K. But Nanakuli argues it comes into the K b/c of
(1) trade usage (backed up by course of performance) and (2) good faith requirement –
reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing.

•

Nanakuli wins – price protection is part of the K.

•

Who is held to trade usage?
o Members of the trade
o Persons who know or should know about the trade usage (b/c they regularly deal
with members of the trade). Shell should have been aware.

•

Remember . . . trade usage (and the other Big Three) cannot contradict an express term of
the writing.
-- Test of inconsistency = total negation
-- Here, K is silent on price protection . . . so no contradiction.

6. The Peerless (Waffles)
• K for sale of cotton to be shipped from Bombay to Liverpool . . . on a ship identified as
Peerless.
• Problem = there were two ships named Peerless, both carrying cotton from Bombay to
Liverpool.
• One Peerless to arrive in Liverpool in October, the other in December.
•
•

Seller ships cotton on the December Peerless.
Buyer refuses the December shipment, insists K required October shipment. (mkt price
declining)

•

So – parties attach different meanings. Buyer: October Peerless. Seller: December
Peerless.
Seller sues and loses b/c Seller cannot prove its meaning (Dec. ship) was reasonable (B
had reason to know).

•
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•

Buyer would have faced the same problem if it were the plaintiff. Thus, neither party
could enforce the K.

Chapter 6. Limits on the Bargain and Its
Performance
Quick look at U.C.C. gap-fillers.
• U.C.C. 2-305+ price, place & time for delivery, time for payment
•
•
•

Implied warranty of merchantability U.C.C. 2-314
Made by a dealer in those goods
Goods pass w/o objection under K description, are of fair & average quality, fit for
ordinary purposes

Back to Policing the Agreement
Unconscionability – UCC 2-302(1)
“If the court as a matter of law finds the contract or any clause of the contract to
have been unconscionable at the time it was made,
The court may refuse to enforce the contract, or it may enforce the remainder of
the contract without the unconscionable clause, or it may so limit the application
of any unconscionable clause as to avoid any unconscionable result.”
2-302 very influential.
2-302 does not define unconscionability.
Principle = prevention of oppression and unfair surprise
Common to speak in terms of two types of unconscionability:
• Procedural unconscionability – unfairness in the bargaining process (absence of
meaningful choice)
•

Substantive unconscionability – unfairness in the bargaining outcome (oppressive terms)

Williams (1965 case) – mom of 7 on gov’t stipend buys stereo set
• Contract contains cross-collateralization clause (dragnet clause) – All payments are
credited pro-rata on all outstanding accounts. (Today, such clauses subject to consumer
protection legislation.)
•

Mom defaults on stereo. Furniture store tries to repossess all items she bought for last 5
years.

•

Court remands to trial court for determination of whether K = unconscionable.
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Jones – shows that price may establish substantive unconscionability.
•
•
•

Buyers (welfare recipients) buy home freezer for $900.
With extra charges, price = $1,234.80.
At time, retail value of freezer = $300.

•

Court:
 contract is unconscionable.
 K reformed so that price = the amount already paid.

1. Duty of good faith in performance of every contract. UCC 1-304(2001), Restat 2d 205
• Cannot disclaim duty of good faith, but can define good faith
• Eastern Air Lines
-- Eastern’s fuel freighting did not amount to a failure to perform in good faith.
-- Court looked to past practice w/o complaint, trade usage, and limited
opportunities to engage in fuel freighting.
2. Policing for Public Policy
• “Illegal” contracts –
o Contract too closely related to an illegal act
o Courts don’t want to enforce socially reprehensible contracts.
o Examples – contract to murder someone, contract charging usurious interest rate
•

Judicially Created Public Policy: Two examples:
Policy against restraint of trade
Hopper – Court reduces duration of non-competition clause
-- Court applies a reasonableness test. (Alternative tests: All-or-Nothing;
Blue-pencil Rule )
Policy against impairment of family relations
Simeone – Court enforces a prenuptial agreement that limits alimony to $25,000.
-- Husband = neurosurgeon, wife = nurse, marriage = 7 years.
-- Court:
-- no duress
-- lack of independent counsel not dispositive
-- inquiry into reasonableness of terms inappropriate in day of
equality of sexes. (Other courts disagree.)

Chapter 7. Remedies for Breach
1. Remedy for Breach of Contract = Generally Money Damages (not specific performance)
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2. Damages – General Principles
• Compensatory, not punitive
•

General measure = Expectation (designed to put innocent party in position he/she would
have been in had the contract been performed)

•

Atty fees generally not recoverable (unless contract provides for them)

3. Specific Performance
• Equitable remedy
•

Not ordered unless remedy at law (damage award) is inadequate

•

Trend favoring specific performance

•

Morris v. Sparrow – rancher required to specifically perform promise to transfer horse to
cowboy who trained horse. Horse had peculiar and unique value to cowboy. Key Point –
adequacy of damages remedy is tested in light of the injured party (not some hypothetical
3rd party)

•

Laclede Gas – Court orders specific performance. Damages inadequate b/c:
-- Laclede bargained for long-term assurance, security & can’t buy a replacement K.
-- Damages uncertain (how much, how long, what price)
-- Public policy – developments need energy

Measuring Expectation Damages – General Application
(1) Owner Damages (Builder breach)
If $100,000 contract price; and owner has to pay another builder $110,000 to do same work;
Owner’s damages = $10,000 (THE MORE).
If Owner has paid Builder part of the price when Builder breaches, damages are still THE
MORE Owner will have to pay to get the house built.
If Owner has already paid Builder $50,000 when Builder breaches K, and Owner will have to
pay another Builder $75,000 to complete the job,
Owner’s damages = $25,000 ($50,000 + $ 75,000 = $125,000) ($125,000 minus $100,000 K
price = $25,000)
(2) Builder Damages (Owner breach)
Owner repudiates K before Builder begins performance . . . If $100,000 contract price, and
Builder expects to pay labor/supplies of $80,000, Builder’s damages = $20,000 (expected profit).
Owner repudiates K after Builder has begun performance . . . Builder also recovers costs already
incurred. If Builder had already spent $30,000 on labor/supplies when Owner repudiates K, add
$30,000 to Builder’s damages.)
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3) Add incidental/consequential damages; subtract expenses saved. 5. Damages under UCC Article 2 (Quick View)
Buyer’s Damages
(1) No Delivery
(a) B’s market damages -- UCC 2-713
Mkt price =
$110,000
less
K price
= 100,000
Damages =
$ 10,000 (plus incid/conseq, less expenses saved)
(b) B’s cover damages (Buyer buys substitute goods) -- UCC 2-712
Cover Price = $110,000
less
K price
= 100,000
Damages
= $ 10,000 (plus incid/conseq, less expenses saved)
(2) Delivery of non-conforming goods (breach of warranty) – UCC 2-714(2)
Value of goods as promised = $100,000
less
Value of goods as delivered = 90,000
Damages
= $ 10,000 (plus incid/conseq.)
●Seller’s Damages
(1) S’s market damages – buyer refuses to accept goods or repudiates K
UCC 2-708
K price =
$100,000
less
mkt price =
90,000
Damages =
$ 10,000 (plus incid damages, less exp saved)
(2) S’s resale damages -- UCC 2-706
K price
=
$100,000
less
resale price = 90,000
Damages =
$ 10,000 (plus incid damages, less exp saved)

1. Limitations on Damages:
• Avoidability
• Foreseeability
• Certainty
2. Avoidability -- General Principle: recovery by injured party reduced by amount he/she
avoided or could have avoided.
•

Rockingham County v. Luten Bridge – County told Luten to stop building bridge.
-- Luten’s damages are reduced by the costs Luten could have avoided by halting
construction of bridge.

•

UCC 2-704(2) – When Buyer repudiates K before Seller completes manufacture of
goods,
-- Seller can complete manufacture in the exercise of reasonable commercial
judgment for the purposes of avoiding loss.
-- (Reasonableness of completing manufacture judged as of the time Seller learns
of the breach.)
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3. Avoidability Principle and Substitute Employment – if injured party declines substitute
employment, recovery reduced accordingly
•

Simple principle; difficult to apply. What is “substitute employment”?

•

Parker v. 20th Century Fox -- Studio cancels production of Bloomer Girl, offers Shirley
MacLaine a role in Big Country; MacLaine declines Big Country role, seeks amount due
under Bloomer Girl contract ($750,000).
o Question = Is Big Country role “different and inferior” employment? Majority
says “yes.” Thus, MacLaine’s recovery not reduced by amount she could have
earned.

o Substitute contract principle generally does not apply to construction contracts.
Assumption is that a contractor can take on multiple jobs at once. So a
subsequent job is no substitute for a canceled job.
4. Avoidability Principle and Owner Damages (Builder breach)
• Two ways to measure Owner damages. (Owner usually gets the smaller amount.)
o Loss in value – house as promised less house as received
o Cost to remedy the defect – cost to complete performance or correct nonconforming performance
•

Jacob & Youngs v. Kent – Builder completes house, demands full contract price. Owner
complains that K required Reading pipe, but builder installed come Cohoes pipe.
Owner wants $ required to rip out Cohoes pipe and install Reading pipe.
Problem for Owner:
-- no difference in market value between house with Reading pipe and
house with Cohoes pipe, and
-- Owner cannot show Reading pipe has any special value to him.
-- Loss in value = zero, which is much smaller sum that the cost to repair
the defect, so Owner gets smaller amount (zero).

1. Three Limits on Damages:
• Avoidability
• Foreseeability
• Certainty
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2. Foreseeability
Hadley v. Baxendale –
• carrier delays in transporting miller’s broken crank shaft to manufacturer. Miller seeks
lost profits for delayed re-opening of its mill.
• Damages should be such as:
-- fairly and reasonably arise naturally from the breach
-- or were reasonably supposed to have been in the contemplation of the parties at
the time of K.
• Miller’s lost profit not recoverable b/c not fairly and reasonably contemplated.
(Carrier did not know broken crank shaft was miller’s only crank shaft.)
Restatement 2d § 351—
(1) Damages are not recoverable for loss that the party in breach did not have reason to
foresee as a probable result of the breach when the contract was made.
(2) Loss may be foreseeable. . . because it follows from the breach
(a) in the ordinary course of events, or
(b) as a result of special circumstances . . . that the party in breach had reason to
know.
(3) A court may limit damages for foreseeable loss . . . if it concludes that in the
circumstances justice so requires in order to avoid disproportionate compensation.
(controversial provision)
3. Certainty
Restatement 2d § 352 –
Damages are not recoverable for loss beyond an amount that the evidence permits to be
established with reasonable certainty
Fera v. Village Plaza –
• Fera never opened its doors as a new business b/c Village Plaza broke lease.
• Fera’s lost profits not too uncertain b/c:
-- issue fully litigated (estimates from $0 to $270,000)
-- jury could conclude lost profits = $200,000.
• Court rejects the “new business rule” which precludes recovery of lost profits of a new
business b/c speculative.
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4. Stipulated damage clause – not enforceable if a penalty.
Gustafson (1968)
• contract set damages for contractor’s delay at $210/day (graduated scale). Enforced.
• Not a penalty b/c:
-- impossible to measure damages on construction K
-- each day of delay adds to loss (fair compensation)
-- reasonable relation to probable loss
Restatement 2d § 356(1) and UCC 2-718(1)–
stipulated damages must be “reasonable in light of the anticipated or actual loss caused
by the breach. . .”

Chapter 8. Performance and Breach
Express Conditions to Performance – duty of performance arises only if the express condition
occurs. (Generally, an express condition is satisfied only if it is strictly complied with.)
1. Examples:
-- finance condition
-- satisfaction condition
-- condition to effectiveness of a contract
2. Luttinger v. Rosen – buyer’s duty to perform (pay price) conditioned on their obtaining
specified financing. Financing not obtained so buyer need not pay price.
• Condition protected buyer. So buyer could waive it.
• Seller took risk that the condition would not occur.
3. Gibson v. Cranage – Dad will pay for picture of deceased daughter if satisfied with picture.
• Dad’s satisfaction tested under subjective (honest) standard.
• Gibson took risk that condition would not occur (that Dad would not be satisfied) but he
could have passed this risk on to the artist.
4. Third Party Satisfaction clause —parties agree to let third party decide. (e.g., architect’s cert)
• Usually a subjective (honest) standard. (Third party decision stands unless fraud, bribe,
proof of dishonesty, etc.)
• If egregiously bad judgment, courts sometimes say amounts to constructive fraud.
• New York takes a different view – third party satisfaction tested by objective (reasonable
person) standard.
5. Mitigating Doctrines – tools to ameliorate harsh effects of rule requiring strict compliance
with express conditions.
• Prevention – one who prevents (through action or inaction) the occurrence of a condition
of one’s own duty to perform may be precluded from asserting the non-occurrence of the
condition
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-- Examples: Dad refuses to look at picture of daughter; owner bribes architect
not to issue certificate.
-- Prevention “excuses” the non-occurrence of the condition.
So condition no longer protects party; performance is due.
•

Waiver
-- Examples: buyers win lottery, waive financing condition; owner waives
architect certificate.
-- Can you retract a waiver?
-- Waiver before time for occurrence of condition: can retract unless the
other party relied on the waiver so that retraction would be unjust.
-- Waiver after time for occurrence of condition: cannot retract. (You
have made an election.)

•

Interpretation to Avoid Forfeiture – court tries to interpret condition so that unprotected
party does not lose a substantial reliance interest when condition does not occur

6. Condition to the effectiveness of a contract
Hicks v. Bush—parties agree that contract will not be effective until equity expansion funds are
raised.
• Parol evidence rule does NOT block admission of parol evidence to establish this
condition. (Merger clause won’t keep this parol evidence out.)
• Evidence of this condition is barred only if it contradicts the writing.
Constructive Conditions of Exchange
Kingston v. Preston
• Parties agreed Kingston would work for Preston for 1 ¼ years; Kingston would give
security; Preston would give deed to business; Kingston would pay $ monthly.
• Kingston does not give security, but sues Preston to force him to give deed to business.
• Court: Preston wins. Giving security = condition precedent to Preston’s obligation to
transfer business.
• Constructive conditions of exchange – performance by each party is an implied
condition of other party’s duty to perform. (promises are dependent)
Chronology of Performances
• Parties may fix.
• If don’t fix, default rules:
o If K permits, simultaneous performances due.
o If K not permit simultaneous performances, performance that takes longer goes
first. (work first, then payment)
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Ameliorating doctrines – to soften harsh effects of constructive conditions of exchange:
(1) Substantial performance – to trigger other party’s duty of performance, you need only
substantially perform your promise.
UCC 2-601 – perfect tender rule.
Buyer may reject if S fails “in any respect” to conform to K. But perfect tender rule undercut by
other rules limiting B’s right to reject/revoke acceptance.
(2) Divisibility – party in breach recovers for a divisible part of contract.
(3) Restitution Traditional view – party in breach cannot recover in restitutionInroads:
Kirkland v. Archbold – builder works 2 mos, then owner throws him off job for breach. Builder
sues to recover reliance damages. Doesn’t get reliance, but does get restitution (less damages
caused Owner).
UCC 2-718(2) – If no liquidated damages clause, Buyer in breach gets restitution of down
payment to extent amount exceeds 20% of the K price, or $500 (whichever is smaller). (Seller
likely keeps $500 and gives back remainder of down payment.)

Mid-Stream Breach
(Analysis & Vocabulary)

Breach

Material

Treat as Partial
Breach

Not Material

or

Suspend Performance

Treat as Partial
Breach

Cure? (no need if repud. or time of essence)

Treat as Total Breach
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Walker v. Harrison – Walker failed to maintain sign as promised. Harrison terminates K.
Walker’s breach was not material, so Harrison had no right to suspend its performance (or
terminate K). Thus, Harrison committed a material breach and is liable in damages for total
breach.
K & G v. Harris – Sub hires bulldozer operator who crashes into wall, which collapses. Sub
(and insurer) deny liability. General refuses to make progress payments. Sub quits, Gen sues.
• Bulldozer incident = material breach. Thus General could have elected to treat as total
breach.
• But court says Gen elected to treat as a partial breach by allowing Sub to continue to
perform.
• Court concludes Sub committed a second material breach by walking off the job.
General elected to treat this breach as a total breach. General wins action for damages
against Sub.
• Troubling question – if General elected to treat bulldozer incident as partial breach, how
could it justify withholding payments?
-- Court does not directly address this issue.
-- Not clear K & G is sound authority for an injured party’s right (in common law
case) to withhold payment when it treats a breach as partial.
Hindrance and Prevention – a party’s breach of the duty of good faith can amount to a material
breach. (One party hinders or prevents the other party’s performance.)
Iron Trade – Seller fails to deliver rails as promised.
• Buyer sues.
• Seller claims Buyer’s actions raised the price of rails, making Seller’s performance
impossible.
Seller is arguing:
(1) Buyer breached duty of good faith,
(2) this breach was material (amounting to the nonoccurrence of a constructive
condition of exchange),
(3) thus excusing Seller’s duty of performance.
• Court rejects Seller’s defense, says Buyer’s conduct did not prevent Seller from
performing. So Seller is liable for breach.
• In calculating Buyer’s damages, Court went too far in saying that Buyer’s resale contract
was irrelevant.
Repudiation: party says/does something that indicates an unequivocal intent to commit a
material breach.
Material breach + repudiation . . . other party can terminate K
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Partial breach + repudiation . . . other party can terminate K
No breach + repudiation . . . other party can terminate K “anticipatory repudiation.”
Hochster v. DeLaTour – DeLaTour repudiates contract before travel with Hochster is to
begin (anticipatory repudiation)
DeLaTour’s repudiation discharges Hochster’s duty of performance. Thus,
Hochster can take another job. (Under principle of avoidability, Hochster cannot
recover for damages he could have avoided.)
Hochster can sue immediately (need not wait until performance is due)
Exception (to rule that after a repudiation, injured party can sue immediately) – if
injured party has completely finished his/her performance, loses ability to sue
early (must wait until other party’s performance is due).
McCloskey v. Minweld Steel – Sub asks Gen for help. Gen cancels K. Sub’s request was
not a repudiation. Thus, Gen’s cancellation = a repudiation.
2. UCC 2-609 – Right to Adequate Assurance of Performance
o Basic Idea -- party who has “reasonable grounds for insecurity” can make written
demand for “adequate assurance” of due performance (assurance that performance will
be forthcoming). Insecure party can suspend its own performance until “such assurance”
is given. If other party fails to provide assurance w/n reasonable time (max of 30 days) it
has repudiated the K.
o PDM v. Brookhaven – PDM agrees to build water tank; Brookhaven to pay after job
completed. PDM gets nervous, sends letter to potential lender and letter to Brookhaven
prez; and suspends performance. PDM claims its actions are protected by UCC 2-609.
Court rejects, says PDM repudiated K.
o Why wasn’t PDM protected by 2-609?
-- No reasonable grounds for insecurity – no change in Brookhaven’s financial
condition; didn’t need money for a while
-- PDM asked for too much – president’s personal guarantee + entire price in
escrow
-- PDM didn’t make the demand on Brookhaven (its contracting partner), but
rather on a lender and on Brookhaven’s prez in his personal capacity.
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Chapter 9. Basic Assumptions: Mistake,
Impracticability, and Frustration
Excuses for Nonperformance
Starting Point: if you undertake an absolute duty, you must perform.
Mutual Mistake
(1) both parties mistaken with basic assumption
(2) at time K made
(3) mistake has material effect on bargain
(4) K voidable by injured party unless assumed risk
b. Assumption of risk – party bears risk of mistake when risk allocated to that
party by K; party is aware he/she has only limited knowledge re facts, but treats as
sufficient; or reasonable to allocate risk to one party in circumstances.
c. Rose 2d of Aberlone (Sherwood v. Walker) – sale of cow, which both parties
believed was sterile; actually she was pregnant. K voidable b/c of mutual mistake.
d. Case of the One-Dollar Diamond – girl takes pretty rock to jeweler who pays
her $1.00. Neither party knows what rock is. Actually, is an uncut diamond worth
$700. Girl claims mutual mistake, seeks rescission of K. She loses.
• No mistake -- both ignorant re what the rock was.
• Girl assumed risk of mistake (She was aware her knowledge was limited but
went ahead anyway.) (The Garage Sale Principle – you sell something w/o
knowing what it is, you can’t get out of deal on ground of mutual mistake.)
Impossibility
(1) performance made illegal
(2) personal service K and promisor dies (or becomes disabled)
(3) thing necessary for performance destroyed
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b. Taylor v Caldwell – Taylor buys right to use music hall for 4 concerts; before
first concert fire destroys music hall. Taylor sues Owner for breach. Owner
successfully claims impossibility of performance.
c. UCC 2-613 – goods identified to K are destroyed (no other goods are
acceptable). Seller excused.
3. Impracticability – contemporary version of impossibility (but broader)
(1) performance impracticable
(2) non-occurrence of event was a basic assumption on which K made
(3) no fault (impracticability not the result of fault of party claiming excuse)
(4) no assumption of risk (no promise to perform even if performance becomes
impracticable)
b. Force majeure clause – K clause listing events beyond your control that excuse
your performance. Beware of ejusdem generis – judicial construction limiting
general terms that follow specific terms to matters similar in kind or classification
to those specified.
c. Eastern Air Lines v. Gulf – Gulf wants out of long-term requirements K with
Eastern b/c of great increase in price of new oil. Gulf argues commercial
impracticability but loses. Pricing scheme under K still works. Gulf did not prove
its costs increased. Court requires unforeseeability. Restatement – fact that event
was foreseeable (or foreseen) not dispositive. Foreseeability as a test of
impracticability is disappearing.
4. Frustration of Purpose – party can perform, but reason to perform gone.
(1)party’s principal purpose = substantially frustrated
(2)non-occurrence of event was a basic assumption on which K made
(3)no fault
(4)no assumption of risk
b. Krell v. Henry – Henry let rooms to watch coronation parade. King got
appendicitis and parade postponed. Henry refused to pay for rooms. Payment
excused b/c purpose frustrated.
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Chapter 10. Third Parties: Rights and
Responsibilities
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